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 Jazz and Brazilian music are two of the most influential musical forms around the world, and Garritan's popular Brazilian Series
has provided a steady stream of best-selling products in our catalog. Brazilian Series is a collection of virtual instruments for the

orchestral and solo instruments, with accompanying content, and features an integrated multimedia environment, or "show
engine". The result is a highly sophisticated instrument collection, with an easy to use user interface and a unique presentation
method. In addition, the software allows players to listen to and interact with their own recordings, either from their hard drive

or from the Internet. The Garritan Brazilian Series also includes award-winning software products in the brass, string, woodwind
and percussion sections. The musical content is extensive, covering every style and genre of Brazilian music. Auditorium X3 is a

virtual orchestra and DJ tool with a revolutionary new graphical user interface that looks like your existing DAW. With
Auditory X3 you will gain a clear understanding of the mixing process at the time of the final mix. You will find it a breeze to
create and process audio tracks of variable lengths as well as arrange a seamless DJ mix. The audio tools include beat slicing,

EQ, panning, insert effects, and volume automation. You can also add and edit metadata for each track, as well as create loops,
stems and cue points. Even though it can be used as a mixing console, its unique features, make it ideal for arranging, producing,

remixing or mastering audio. Breath from the Stone: a collection of ancient instruments (vibraphone, oud, harp and flute),
designed by Jean-Charles Dumont. Breath from the Stone features a unique set of multi-layered instruments which present the
music of the Orient, the Middle East, and the Far East. The outstanding breath from the Stone is a collection of six pieces of

music that present a more exotic side of the ancient cultures. Each layer offers an immersive and captivating experience to the
player, just as it was in its time. Breath from the Stone is for those who enjoy a complex musical experience and enjoy

discovering unknown cultures. We've all known someone who has been known to play the violin and has the chops to get down
with a good groove. “Bounce” offers all of the familiar characteristics of good plucking, with a strong string base, plus an up

tempo and innovative up pick system. The 82157476af
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